Coach Rexs Favourite Drill

Outside Edge Control
Around the Pylons
The Outside Edge is the weak edge in skating. It is truly
amazing how many players progress through the minor hockey
system often up to the midget level and above without having
good control of his or her outside edges. As a result, it
adversely affects a players stopping, turning, crossovers and
overall skating agility. Many minor hockey coaches do not
teach this skating skill will enough and often players as well
do not practice outside edge skating skills properly. Players
will often practice an outside edge drill without getting out of
his or her comfort zone. A player is reluctant to push on the
outside edge to the point of falling so as to stretch his or her
game. As a result, a player will develop a deficiency in his or
her overall skating which continues to follow the player through
out his or her hockey career. Many players are cut during try
outs due to in adequate skating which is supported by a weak
outside edge!
Balancing on the outside edge is initially more difficult than
balancing on either the flat or the inside edge. Regardless of
difficulty, it is an essential aspect of skating on a curve.
One of Coach Rexs favorite skating drills is to have players
practice and hone their outside edges by slaloming through a

group of pylons. Players approach the pylons on their inside
skate to the pylon. For the player to get on his or her outside
edge and navigate tightly around the pylon the player must
do the following:
Start balancing on one skate early, bent the knee, keep the
butt down, open up the hip to get on the curvature. To navigate
the turn tighter, a player will need to push down on his or her
knee more and gasp more control of the outside edge. If the
player is making a wide turn, or slipping / sleighing - they
are on the flat of the skate blade.
A progression to this drill is to have the players go forwards
around the pylons with a puck on their stick, for even more
extreme edge control  have the players go around the pylons
backwards or touch the ice with their inside glove to the pylon
while keeping their butt down and the head up.
The outside edge, the neglected weak edge in skating, must
be mastered in order for a player to become a balance and
strong skater. An excellent skater has in his or her skating
tool box strong tight turns, forward crossovers, backward
crossovers and forward two foot stops in either direction.

Team Canada Summer Camp
Courtesy: Hockey Canada
Hockey Canada has announced an orientation camp for
Canadas National Mens Team that will run from August
24th to 28th, 2009 at the Pengrowth Saddledome in Calgary,
Alberta.
The orientation camp will include on-ice sessions, off-ice
activities and meetings to prepare players and staff members
who have the potential of representing Canada during the
2009-10 international hockey season, including at the 2010
Olympic Winter Games and the 2010 IIHF World
Championship.
Details on the camp, including the schedule, on-ice sessions
and media accreditation will be announced in the spring of
2009.
Canadas Mens Olympic Hockey Team management group,
comprised of Bob Nicholson (president/CEO, Hockey
Canada), Steve Yzerman (executive director), Doug
Armstrong (associate director/general manager of Canadas
2009 IIHF World Championship team), Ken Holland
(associate director), Kevin Lowe (associate director) and
Johnny Misley (executive vice-president, hockey operations,

Hockey Canada) will work with the yet-to-be-named coaching
staff in establishing details for the camp, including a camp
schedule and the number of players.
Yzerman and the management staff expect to name a
coaching staff for Canadas 2010 Mens Olympic Team at
the conclusion of the 2008-09 NHL season, and will announce
a list of invited players shortly thereafter.
The National Mens Team orientation camp will be a key
part of our preparations for the 2009-10 season, said
Yzerman. While this is not an evaluation camp, it does give
team management and coaches a great opportunity to prepare
together for giving Canada its best chance at succeeding on
the international stage.
The 2009-10 season includes many great opportunities for
Hockey Canada, with numerous international events on the
horizon for our mens, womens and sledge programs, said
Misley. With opportunity comes responsibility. As an
organization, we are looking to ensure that all of our programs
are ready for the challenge that lies ahead. This orientation
camp will be crucial in preparing our players and staff for the
upcoming season.
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